Recently Gupta and Mathur,~) and Nambu and Tuan2) calculated the decrease of the energy gap at zero temperature for a bulk superconductor in the presence of a static external magnetic field, to the second order in the field strength. Two results do not agree with each other. Especially in the London limit C~oq<l) they show an essentially different magnetic field dependence. 
gap, VF the Fermi velocity, ~0 the coherence distance, and A(q) the Fourier component of the vector potential in the medium. It is reasonable to infer that the amount of this decrease is proportional to I B 1 2 at zero temperature as shown by the result of NT. For temperatures close to the critical point, Gor'kov calculated the variation of the gap using the method of thermal Green's function. In this note, starting with Gor'kov's equations, 3 l we intend to extend the results of NT to the case of finite temperatures. The results will be given in the London limit C~oq<l) and the Pippard limit (~0q>1). It will be shown that our results agree with the results of NT at zero temperature, while at finite temperatures, sufficiently below the transition point, there will appear terms to I A(q) 1 2 as well as to I B(q) 1 2 in the expression for the gap.
As is well known, Gor'kov's equations for thermal Green's functions G"'(r, r') and F~ (r, r') are written as follows:
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.,
where n is an integer, LlT(r) is the energy gap parameter and A(r) is the self-consistent vector potential in the medium. Assuming that the field A(r) is weak, let us expand LlT(r), G.,(r, r') and F!(r, r') in power series of A(r), i.e. L1T(r)=Ll~l+Llt 1 >(r)+Ll?>Cr)+···, etc. Ll~>, G~0>(r-r') and F~0l(r-r') are Gor'kov's solutions. Llt 0 > is spatially uniform and the Fourier components of G~0> and F~0> are given by (4) where ~P=p 2 /2m-.u.
It can be easily shown that the first order term Llifl ( r) is pure imaginary and the second order term Llt 2 > (r) is real. Due to the Coulomb gauge div A=O, the imaginary part of Llifl (r) becomes zero and Llt 2 > (l), the Fourier component of Ll?> (r), is written as follows:
roCl, q)= ;:: lgiT~~ C~~a
where p±=p±(l/2). Assuming Ll?l is constant, let us find the expressions for the London limit and the Pippard limit.
(i) London limit C~oq<l, ~0 =vF/nLlt 0 l): We expand the integrand of (6) So we have terms depending on JA(q) ! 2 as well as on Jll( q) ! 2 at finite temperatures. When T tends to zero, This is exactly identical with the result of NT.
(ii) Pippard limit C~o q)>l): After some calculations,
Thus in any case our results agree with those of NT at zero temperature. Behaviors at finite temperatures and related problems will be studied more in detail in a following paper. The author would .like to express his thanks to Professor T. Nishiyama for valuable discussions.
